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NexPort Reporting Services 1.1.4 Increases Performance, 

Speed and Functionality 

 

OKLAHOMA CITY – February 7, 2014 – NexPort Solutions Group today released NexPort 

Reporting Services version 1.1.4. This release provides users with increased speed and 

performance. Version 1.1.4 resolved eight bugs and introduced one engineering task that 

increased functionality by providing faster comparison report loading for users.  

Performance Enhancements 

With NRS 1.1.4, users will benefit from faster comparison report loading. Comparison reporting 

provides users with the ability to conduct pace comparison, completion comparison and transcript 

comparison. Administrators and instructors can make a custom report of pace comparison, which 

reports the number of students who are either behind, on or ahead of pace within that group. 

Users can also take advantage of completion comparisons report enrollment by completion status 

and/or graduation trends for a group or a training plan. They are also able to create transcript 

reports. Transcript reports provide the number of sections that have been fulfilled by a transcript, 

the percentage of evaluations completed, the transcripts that require evaluation and the 

transcripts that have completed evaluations.  

 

Each of these reports load faster in 1.1.4.  

 

Major Bugs Fixes 

Users will benefit from several other fixes introduced in version 1.1.4. The “End on Date” 

functionality now works correctly in scheduled reports.  Some users who were being 

inadvertently logged out while viewing and editing schedules will no longer experience this 

problem. Finally, NexPort Reporting Services users will also be able to save a report without 

receiving an error. NexPort Reporting Services users will also be able to save a report without 

receiving an error. All of these bugs were addressed in 1.1.4 released today.   

http://www.nexportsolutions.com/


About NexPort Reporting Services 

NRS offers fast-loading adhoc and comparison reports with detailed help documentation. NRS 

employs,Solr, a super-fast full-text search and indexing database. This allows NRS to produce 

reports on large sets of student data quickly and reliably. Reports are presented in a compact 

tabular display that offers innovative human-readable filters within the Custom Report Builder. 

The Custom Report Builder allows NRS users to filter and display all mapped data from NexPort 

Campus. 

Training plan enrollment reporting allows users access to pacing data, with assignment status 

and transcript reporting also available. Users are able to save and share custom reports with 

permitted users in a group, as well as set reports to send to select users’ email addresses on a 

schedule. The scheduled report email notifications can be set up using the flexible scheduling 

interface. Permitted users may also save, view and/or download reports any time. Reports are 

also auto-saved for each report type within NRS, so even if you forget to save your report, a 

saved version is available. NexPort users now also have the capability to convert previously 

created NexPort Campus reports into an NRS report. NRS also provides users with comparison 

reports, which allow the user to compare pacing, comparison and/or transcript data for members 

of a group. Comparison reports allow the user to focus on specific student data in the 

comparison. Users are also able to save a group to their “Favorites” for easy loading of 

comparison data. 

NexPort Solutions Group 

NexPort Solutions Group enables educators and learners to use NexPort Campus to create, 

organize and hold webmeetings using NexPort Solutions Group’s own NexMeeting. NexMeeting 

promotes virtual learning, providing users with the ability to share desktops, hold conversations 

using headset and telephonic audio, survey meeting participants and share videos, PowerPoint 

slides, photos and documents using the whiteboard.  

About NexPort Solutions Group 

NexPort Solutions Group is a division of Darwin Global Enterprises, a systems and software 

engineering company that provides innovative, cost-effective training solutions and support for 

federal, state and local government, as well as the private sector. 

 


